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VILLA NOVA’S 
LIBRARY OF PLAINS 

 “Often overlooked a plain can really change the 
way a space feels. These essential collections are a 
one stop resource of go to plains that will work in 
any decorating scheme.” 

Hayley McAfee, Villa Nova Design Director

This season, Villa Nova has revisited its extensive library of plains, 
re-introducing some of their much-loved and most practical and 
affordable plain fabrics. 

The backbone of any interior scheme is choosing the right plain 
fabric. The great unifier, a plain weave can effortlessly unite a space 
through colour and texture, transforming a mismatched scheme into 
a cohesive and balanced space, humming with harmony.  

These essential plains from Villa Nova include their best-selling plain 
cottons and linens; Geneva, Seville and Bilbao; alongside Alberta, 
a soft textured chenille; Mira, a stunning Trevira CS velvet and the 
ever-popular Valletta wide-width satin. These classic Villa Nova 
collections are relaunched this Autumn Winter in their most popular 
shades, with additional, fresh new tones that perfectly capture  
Villa Nova’s ever evolving colour palette. 



WASHABLE 
LINEN UNION

A cotton linen blend combines with the natural benefits of each 
fibre. In this perfect partnership we see the softness of cotton 
counter the dryness of linen for a desirable touch. Add in the 
washable element and this makes a cotton linen blend stand out 
from the crowd. 

GENEVA 
WASHABLE LINEN UNION

Geneva is Villa Nova’s most popular plain re-launched for 2021. A 
robust, washable linen union with a soft, brushed finish, Geneva is 
presented in an inspired myriad of must-have colours, designed to suit 
both classic and modern style interiors. This versatile plain is perfect for 
use in a broad array of applications from drapes, blinds and cushions, 
as well as being a practical choice for upholstery and loose covers.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Available in 66 colours  |  Including 10 new shades 
60% CO 40% LI  |  Washable at 30°C
Suitable for upholstery, drapery and accessories

MOONSTONEBEACH LOTUS IVY



WASHABLE 
COTTONS

Modern lifestyles insist on interior fabrics that are tough and able to 
withstand everyday life. A washable cotton is a must have in these 
instances, invitingly soft yet still practical, these fabrics offer reassurance 
knowing that you’ll be able to enjoy them no matter the stain.

SEVILLE 
WASHABLE BRUSHED COTTON

Seville is a washable cotton plain with an appealing brushed 
texture that is smooth to the touch. A truly versatile fabric suitable 
for drapes, blinds, cushions and upholstery, Seville is presented in 
a range of popular shades that includes a spectrum of enduring 
neutrals and an array of contemporary and classic colours.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Available in 60 colours  |  Including 15 new shades 
100% CO  |  Washable at 40°C
Suitable for upholstery, drapery and accessories

BALLETCASA SKY REED



BILBAO 
WASHABLE PLAIN COTTON

A washable, plain cotton weave, Bilbao offers incredible durability for 
upholstery and drapes beautifully. Available in an irresistible palette 
which includes a sizable range of neutrals interspersed with classic and 
modern hues, Bilbao is a reliable and practical staple in Villa Nova’s 
range of versatile plains.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Available in 56 colours  |  Including 28 new shades 
100% CO  |  Washable at 30°C
Suitable for upholstery, drapery and accessories

WASHABLE 
COTTONS

RAINRUBY ELEPHANT TUTU



VELVET

Luxury multiplied; a velvet is a must have when looking to add 
opulence and elegance to a room.  Only increasing in popularity, the 
right velvet can easily transform a space, creating not only a refined 
elegant look but also acting as a way to effortlessly introduce rich 
texture. Velvets are soft to the touch, radiate a feeling of warmth and 
are extremely durable, making them a must have fabric. 

MIRA 
TREVIRA CS VELVET

A sumptuous crushed velvet with a luxurious pile that is soft to 
the touch, Mira is wonderfully sensual and tactile making it a great 
choice for drapes and durable enough for upholstery. This splendid 
velvet has been coloured in a sophisticated array of shades that 
range from rich warm tones, through to striking greens and blues 
and easy-to-use neutrals.  

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Available in 19 colours  |  Inherently FR
100% Trevira CS |  Dry clean only
Suitable for drapery, accessories and contract upholstery only

RUSSETNIGHTSHADE EUCALYPTUS NEPTUNE



WIDE-WIDTH SATIN

Satin is the most luxe of fabrics and brings a new meaning to 
smooth luxurious interiors with its beautiful lustre and enviable 
drape. A satin is an easy choice when choosing a curtain fabric.

VALLETA 
WASHABLE, WIDE-WIDTH SATIN
Valleta is Villa Nova’s ever-popular plain satin. This sleek, wide-width 
satin has an impressive drape, bringing glamour and luxury to 
curtains, cushions and accessories. Demonstrating a glossy, rich 
lustre, this seductive satin is presented in a creative colour palette 
that ensures Valleta’s continuing and long-lasting appeal.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Available in 66 colours  |  Including 9 new shades 
65% CO, 35% PL  |  Washable at 40°C
Suitable for drapers and accessories

BALTICAQUATIC FLINT FIR



CHENILLE

If you are looking to add a textural element without overpowering 
a space, then look no further than a chenille fabric. With a smooth 
structure and softness, chenille is the perfect alternative when 
looking for something lighter than a velvet. Chenille is hard wearing, 
yet remains deliciously soft, making this the perfect fabric for 
curtain, cushions and upholstery. 

ALBERTA 
CHENILLE

A beautifully soft, textured chenille, Alberta is wonderfully tactile 
and fluid fabric ideal for drapes and durable enough for upholstery. 
Alberta comes in a modern palette of easy-to-use shades making 
it an effortless complimentary plain to any feature fabric as well as 
being a stylish standalone fabric in its own right.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Available in 41 colours  |  Including 19 new shades 
47% CO, 44% VI, 9% LI |  Dry Clean Only
Suitable for upholstery, drapery and accessories

SPICE AZURITE DEWCASA



ABOUT US 
 
Founded in 1993, Villa Nova is a young and vibrant brand with 
a dedicated team of talented in-house designers led by Design 
Director, Hayley McAfee. Villa Nova produces distinctive and eclectic 
collections based upon the philosophy of creating modern, versatile 
fabrics, wallcoverings and accessories that offer affordable style.

Villa Nova is a division of The Romo Group, a family run business 
in its fifth generation. The range is available worldwide through an 
extensive network of selected interior designers and retail outlets.

Please contact us for price information, samples and images, we  
are also happy to arrange interviews and offer expert commentary 
from our designers. 

UK
Iain Niven 
iain.niven@romo.com
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian
tamar@cdecor.com
310-276-5001

Europe
Roberta Natalini
roberta.natalini@romo.com 
+44 (0)1623 727 016


